Rahmat Gull
37
bus driver

lost limbs to an improvised mine in Afghanistan in 2008
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peer counseling provided to Rahmat Gull where he was hospitalized
Rahmat Gull is breadwinner for seven of his family members: six children and his wife.
Survivors group facilitated Rahmat Gull’s recovery and assisted him to set up his business.
Rahmat Gull owns a property and car dealing business in Kabul. He earns enough to support his family.
He contributes to raising public awareness.
Victims’ needs are not properly addressed
Over 60 states and territories are still contaminated by landmines
An average of 18 people are maimed or killed by landmines every single day.
In 2015 - 2016, Myanmar, North Korea, and Syria still used landmines.
Non-state armed groups use landmines in a handful of countries
35 states must still join the ban
Funding levels for mine action have been decreasing since 2013.